
The Global Vendors of SS7 and Diameter
Firewalls
ROCCO creates a 350+Page analysis on the Top Vendors in Signalling Firewalls

LONDON, UK, June 27, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Published today: ROCCO's Signalling Firewall
Market Intelligence Report

Taking more than 8 months to design and research, featuring 13 Vendors of Signalling Firewall
solutions we have finally concluded our Signalling Firewall Market Intelligence Report. Signalling
firewall is a general term we give to SS7 Firewall and/or Diameter Firewall solutions which are both
featured in this report. Signalling Firewall is a huge topic in our industry right now (we know this
because this is probably the most demanded report we have been working on this year) even in the
GSMA working parties standards are not quite concluded but nevertheless what was important to
MNOs was where to start with Vendor selection and how these vendors differentiated themselves.

The Participating Vendors: Anam Technologies, BICS, Cellusys, Computaris International, Enghouse
Networks, Evolved Intelligence, HAUD Systems, Mobileum, NetNumber, Orange International
Carriers, Openmind Networks, Telecom Italia Sparkle, Symsoft.

Why ROCCO is doing this research. Last year we conducted two reports into SMS Firewalls:

SMS Firewall Market Intelligence: http://www.roamingconsulting.com/product/sms-firewall-market-
intelligence-report-2016-strategic-analysis/ 
SMS Firewall Vendor Performance: http://www.roamingconsulting.com/product/sms-firewall-vendor-
performance-report-2016-strategic-analysis/ 
This research seemed like a natural evolution of those studies and we were excited to understand
more about the specific services delivered and the vendors approaches to this topic.

Who this report is relevant to. This report is over 350+ Pages of detailed analysis and is particularly
relevant to:

MNOs who believe they already have Signalling Firewall solutions but have doubts about their internal
solutions or about the vendors they are currently using.
MNOs who are actively looking around for alternatives. Clearly it is an area of much doubt for many
MNOs who are concerned with losing crucial data, breaching their subscribers data protection rules
or simply worried about the reputational impacts having poor Signalling Firewall solutions could
induce.
Vendors who seek competitor analysis
Vendors who are looking to enter into this field.

To Purchase this Report: http://www.roamingconsulting.com/product/signalling-firewall-market-
intelligence-report-2017/ 

This Report is available to buy by requesting an Invoice at hq@roamingconsulting.com or by
purchasing the report by following this link.
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